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Bob’s Coins & Collectibles
3050 S. 92nd St. •  West Allis •  414-541-8650

Tues. - Fri. 10am - 5pm • Sat. 10am-3 pm • Closed Sunday & Monday

Die Cast Items
Trains & Supplies

Memorabilia

Collector Pins
Collector

Glassware

Coin Supplies
Figurines

Costume Jewelry

M.J.
Hummels

Beer Steins

Pokemon Cards, Magic Cards and other Trading Card Games

WE BUY & SELL COINS

Toward any in-stock purchase
Valid through 12/31/23

One coupon per person per purchase
Offer excludes consignment and sale items.

$10 Gift Certificate

Goldsmith on Premises
Personal and Friendly Service

“Your Neighborhood Jeweler”
Diane’s Designs

from
Happy Holidays!

at ProBuColls
Books and Gifts

Christian Bookstore
9733 W. Green�eld Ave

Milwaukee, WI

9721 W. Green�eld Ave
Milwaukee, WI

Phone: 414-344-7300

Phone 414-344-7300
pbcbooks@christianproducts.org

www.probucolls.org
Hours for both stores: Monday through Saturday 10 am to 4 pm

Your Inspirational Thrift Store

www.BargainsnMore.org |  Info@BargainsnMore.org
Bargains n’ More is a division of ProBuColls Association

All proceeds bene�t the less fortunate

“Loyalty, honor, and a willing heart.
I can ask no more than that.” 

Equalizer 3 4K Denzel Washington is Robert McCall, an ex-assassin with a mysterious 
past, who returns to action to serve vengeance for the exploited and oppressed. Finding 
himself surprisingly at home in Southern Italy, he discovers his new friends are under the 
control of local crime bosses. As events turn deadly, McCall knows what he has to do: 
become his friends' protector by taking on the mafia. Sony
Stand By Me 4K Ultra HD Exclusive Steelbook After learning that a stranger has been 
accidentally killed near their rural homes, four Oregon boys decide to go see the body. On 
the way, Gordie Lachance (Wil Wheaton), Vern Tessio (Jerry O'Connell), Chris Chambers 
(River Phoenix) and Teddy Duchamp (Corey Feldman) encounter a mean junk man and a 
marsh full of leeches, as they also learn more about one another and their very different 
home lives. Just a lark at first, the boys' adventure evolves into a defining event in their 
lives. Sony
Mission: Impossible 6-Movie Collection This set contains all six movies from the 
adrenaline-fueled Mission: Impossible franchise, following secret agent Ethan Hunt (Tom 
Cruise) and the IMF team as they attempt to protect the world from threats around the 
globe. Included are: Mission: Impossible; Mission: Impossible 2; Mission: Impossible 3; 
Mission: Impossible -- Ghost Protocol; Mission: Impossible -- Rogue Nation; and Mission: 
Impossible -- Fallout. 
Mission: Impossible Tom Cruise stars as Ethan Hunt, a secret agent framed for the deaths 
of his espionage team. Fleeing from government assassins, breaking into the CIA's most 
impenetrable vault, clinging to the roof of a speeding bullet train, Hunt races like a 
burning fuse to stay one step ahead of his pursuers and draw one step closer to 
discovering the shocking truth.
Mission: Impossible 2 Director John Woo brings his own brand of excitement to the 
mission that finds Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) partnering up with the beautiful Nyah Hall 
(Thandie Newton) to stop renegade agent Sean Ambrose (Dougray Scott) from releasing 
a new kind of terror on an unsuspecting world. But before the mission is complete, they’ll 
traverse the globe and have to choose between everything they love and everything 
they believe in.
Mission: Impossible 3 Tom Cruise stars as Ethan Hunt in this pulse-pounding thrill ride 
directed by J.J. Abrahms. Lured back into action by his agency superiors (Laurence 
Fishburne and Billy Crudup), Ethan faces his deadliest adversary yet - a sadistic weapons 
dealer named Owen Davian (Phillip Seymour Hoffman). With the support of his IMF team 
(Ving Rhames, Jonathan Rhys Meyers and Maggie Q), Ethan leaps into spectacular 
adventure from Rome to Shanghai as he races to rescue a captured agent (Keri Russell) 
and stop Davian from eliminating his next target: Ethan's wife, Julia (Michelle Monaghan).
Mission: Impossible – Ghost Protocol No plan. No backup. No choice. Agent Ethan Hunt 
(Tom Cruise) and his elite team (Jeremy Renner and Simon Pegg) go underground after a 
bombing of the Kremlin implicates the IMF as international terrorists. While trying to clear 
the agency's name, the team uncovers a plot to start a nuclear war. Now, to save the 
world, they must use every high-tech trick in the book.
Mission: Impossible – Rogue Nation With their elite organization shut down by the CIA, 
agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his team (Jeremy Renner, Simon Pegg, Ving Rhames) 
must race against time to stop The Syndicate, a deadly network of rogue operatives 
turned traitors. To stop this global threat, Ethan must join forces with an elusive, 
disavowed agent (Rebecca Ferguson) whose loyalty is suspect as he faces his most 
impossible mission ever.
Mission: Impossible – Fallout On a dangerous assignment to recover stolen plutonium, 
Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) chooses to save his team over completing the mission, allowing 
nuclear weapons to fall into the hands of a deadly network of highly-skilled operatives 
intent on destroying civilization. Now, with the world at risk, Ethan and his IMF team 
(Simon Pegg, Ving Rhames, Rebecca Ferguson) are forced to become reluctant partners 
with a hard-hitting CIA agent (Henry Cavill) as they race against time to stop the nuclear 
fallout. There’s never been a threat more destructive, stunts so jaw-dropping or a mission 
so impossible! Paramount
Mission: Impossible—Dead Reckoning Part One Ethan Hunt and the IMF team must 
track down a terrifying new weapon that threatens all of humanity if it falls into the 
wrong hands. With control of the future and the fate of the world at stake, a deadly race 
around the globe begins. Confronted by a mysterious, all-powerful enemy, Ethan is forced 
to consider that nothing can matter more than the mission -- not even the lives of those 
he cares about most. Paramount
Scrooged 35th Anniversary 4k Ultra HD In this modern take on Charles Dickens' "A 
Christmas Carol," Frank Cross (Bill Murray) is a wildly successful television executive 
whose cold ambition and curmudgeonly nature has driven away the love of his life, Claire 
Phillips (Karen Allen). But after firing a staff member, Eliot Loudermilk (Bobcat 
Goldthwait), on Christmas Eve, Frank is visited by a series of ghosts who give him a 
chance to re-evaluate his actions and right the wrongs of his past. Bonus Features: 
Commentary by director Richard Donner, A Christmas to Remember, Updating Ebenezer, 
Bringing the Ghosts to Life, The Look of Scrooged, On the Set with Bill Murray, and 
ShoWest Clips with Bill Murray. Paramount
The Fugitive 4K Wrongfully accused of murdering his wife, Richard Kimble (Harrison 
Ford) escapes from the law in an attempt to find her killer and clear his name. Pursuing 
him is a team of U.S. marshals led by Deputy Samuel Gerard (Tommy Lee Jones), a 
determined detective who will not rest until Richard is captured. As Richard leads the 
team through a series of intricate chases, he discovers the secrets behind his wife's death 
and struggles to expose the killer before it is too late. Warner
The Nun II A follow-up to the enigmatic gothic horror about a strong evil that haunts and 
causes supernatural harm to everybody it comes into contact with. After the events of 
the first film, the said powerful evil now begins to spread in 1956 throughout a town in 
France as word gets out that a priest has been violently murdered. A finished 
contemplative in her novitiate, Sister Irene, begins to investigate the murder, only to find 
a demon behind it -- the same evil that terrorized her in the original film as a nun -- Valak, 
whom she once again soon comes to encounter. Warner

Holiday Gifts on DVD & Blu-Ray


